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Abstract - In this paper we present methods to evaluate the benefit of using direct ATM connections (shortcuts) between IP nodes in IP over ATM networks, and
we identify the combinations of IP and ATM network
topologies where ATM shortcut benefits are likely to be
higlh. We model an IP/ATM network with and without ATM shortcuts as two loss networks. We propose a
metric for network performance comparison, the Network Load Ratio, that gives the ratio of the number of
flows accepted by two networks at the same network
blocking probability.
We derive an estimator of this
metric, the Asymptotic Load Ratio, that has low computational complexity. This estimator forms the basis
of a methodology for network performance comparison. We use this method in simulation experiments using random networks. These experiments indicate that
in many cases the utilization of an IP/ATM network increases proportionally to the decrease in the average
path length when ATM shortcuts are used. We have
also found that there is almost no correlation between
the increase in network utilization (when using ATM
shortcuts) and the IP to ATM node ratio.
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a mass scale world network. Today, at most of its structural levels (Backbone, WAN, regional Intemet Service
Providers), the Intemet is carried over telecommunication
networks that are increasingly deploying ATM technology
(e.g., NSF’s very High Speed Backbone Network Service,
vBNS, [8]). In such cases, 1P networks are configured as
virtual networks over Am network infrastructures.
The
results, overlaid IP/ATM networks, feature a virtual sepaThis is exration between the 1P and ATM networks.
emplified in Figure 1, where 1P traffic between A and C
is forwarded over the 1P default route constructed from the
fixed Am VCS A – B and B – C.

1P default

— ATM links
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.......................................
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)
ATM shortcut

Figure 1: The three IP/ATM types of service for 1P flows

The exponential growth of interconnected
data networks such as the Intemet is probably the most important
development in the telecommunication sector in the current
decade. The improvement in the capacity of telecommunication networks through fiber optic and ATM technology
has been an essential contribution to Intemet’s transition to
*This materird is based upon work supported in part by the National
Science Foundation under Grant NCR-95-08274 and CDA-95-02639.
Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed
in this material are those of the authors and do not neeesssrrily reflect the
vi.w. of the NationalScienceFoundation.
t ‘Ilk work was done in part whale Victor Firoiu was with UrtiVerSlty
of Massachusetts, Amherst.

The recent development and deployment of network
layer ATM protocols such as ATM signaling [18] and
PNNI [16] makes it possible for 1P to interact with ATM
over the same physical network. Recently, several proposals have been put forward to improve the efficiency of
IP/ATM networks through an interaction between 1P and
ATM network layers. One proposal [15] is to cut through
the 1P processing of 1P packets and transmit the data of an
1P flow through a separate ATM virtual circuit (VC). The
VC connects two 1P routers at the edge of the ATM network, and the route of the ATM VC follows the 1P route (in
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Figure 1 the 1P cut through is realized through the switched
VCA–
ZI-C).
Another set of proposals goes one step further and permits the ATM VC, called ATM shortcut, connecting two IP
routers, to be routed by the ATM network. ATM shortcuts
are proposed by the Next Hop Resolution Protocol (NHRP)
[141 for unicast 1P flows and by Multicast Address Resolution Protocol (MARS) [1] for multicast 1P flows. Alternatively, in [2] we proposed a combination of RSVP
and ATM signaling for resource reservation of 1P flows
with Quality of Service (QoS) requirements in IP/ATM
networks. For example, in Figure 1 the ATM shortcut between A and C is the switched VC A – C.
1P cut-through has proven to be beneficial in experimental systems and commercial products by increasing the
average throughput of 1P routers embedded in ATM networks [12, 4]. Additional performance improvements are
possible in the ATM shortcut operation mode since routing IP flows in the ATM network provides the opportunity
for more efficient network resource utilization than the 1P
cut through mode. However, there has not yet been any
theoretical or practical confirmation of the benefit of ATM
shortcuts. In this paper we address the following question:
Given an overlaid IP/ATMnetwork, what is the
perjorrnance bene$t of ATM shortcuts?
This question is important in IP/ATM network design,
where the benefits of ATM shortcuts can be weighed
against the simplicity of a separate model where 1P and
ATM are maintained at separate layers. The purpose of
this paper is to develop a methodology for evaluating ATM
shortcuts, given an IP/ATM network, and to assess the benefits of ATM shortcuts in a variety of scenarios.
To answer the above question, we first model an
IWATM network, with and without ATM shortcuts, as two
distinct network graphs. We then propose a metric to compare the performance of the two networks: the Network
Load Ratio. For a given IP/ATM configuration, the Network Load Ratio represents the additional load the IP/ATM
network can accept on average when using ATM shortcuts (compared with the “1P cut through” case), for the
same network blocking probability. We develop a method
to compute the Network Load Ratio for a given network
blocking probability based on the Fixed Point Method
[17]. We also develop the notion of Asymptotic Load Ratio which is an approximation to the Network Load Ratio
when the networks operate in underload conditions.
We
find experimentally through simulation that this provides a
good approximation (the 90-percentile of the relative error
is less than O.12) to the Network Load Ratio for a range of
network blocking probabilities (less than 0.02), thus giving
a general indication of the relative performance of the two
networks. This second method is very attractive due to its

low computational complexity. We use this method in simulation experiments to identify network topological conditions where ATM shortcuts bring high benefits. We find
that in many cases the utilization of an IP/ATM network is
improved significantly when the average route length decreases upon using ATM shortcuts. We also find that there
is almost no correlation between the increase in network
utilization (when using ATM shortcuts) and the 1P to ATM
node ratio.
The paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2 we
propose a metric for network performance comparison, the
Network Load Ratio and its limiting value for underloaded
conditions, the Asymptotic Load Ratio, and two methods
for their approximate computation. In Section 3 we evaluate the accuracy with which the Asymptotic Load Ratio
estimates the Network Load Ratio. In Section 4 we use the
Asymptotic Load Ratio in simulation experiments to determine network topological conditions where ATM shortcuts
bring high benefits. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2

A Metric and ‘IWOMethods for Network
Performance Comparison

Our approach in quantitatively evaluating the benefits
of ATM shortcuts consists of comparing the flow loads offered to two networks having the same blocking probability. We will compare a given IP/ATM network where 1P
flows are routed by 1P routing, with the same IPIATM network where IP flows are routed by ATM routing. In this
section we propose a metric to compare the performance of
two loss networks, and we develop two methods for estimating this metric. The technical details rely on the theory
of loss networks; see [20, 9, 10, 17] and references therein.
We assume that both 1P and ATM routing are fixed.
Alternate routing, possible in ATM and also under study
for 1P (see for example [3]), may bring additional benefits
in increased network utilization. Nevertheless, computing
network loss probability is much more complex when using alternate routing (see for example [6]). Moreover, alternate routing in ATM, as well as QoS-based routing in
1P, is work in progress, and therefore, not completely specified. Therefore, here we consider fixed routing as a first
step in evaluating the performance of ATM shortcuts. An
extension to our study that would include alternate routing
constitutes an interesting future work.
We consider a network consisting of a set of nodes V
and a set of links Z. A link 1 < L has capacity Cl. The
flows that arrive to the network have origin and destination
in a set A ~ V, called access nodes. (In the next sections,
V will be the set of ATM nodes, and A, the set of 1P nodes.)
These flows are classified into a set of classes K according
to their end-point nodes, i.e., there is a separate class k ~ K
for each pair of nodes (A, B), .4, B G A.
Since we assume that routing is fixed, it follows that all
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flows of class k E K are routed on route ?’k, where rk is
the sequence of links traversed by flows of class k. In this
study, we assume that all flows have the same bandwidth
requirements (henceforth taken as a unit of bandwidth), irrespective of class. The more general case, where flows can
have different bandwidth requirements, although tractable,
is more complex, and we leave it for future work. A class
k flow is admitted iff one unit of capacity can be reserved
at each link 1 C rk. We define ~ = {rk [k ● K} to be the
set of routes in the given network.
Flows arrive to the network according to a Poisson process with rate A and have exponential holding times with
mean I/p. The intensity of offered load is p = A/p. With
probability Uk a flow becomes a class k flow. A flow is
blocked at a link if the flow’s bandwidth requirement is
larger than the link’s available bandwidth. The probability that a flow of a class is blocked at link j is denoted by
Lj. A flow is blocked (its establishment is denied) if it is
blocked at any link on its path (route). The probability that
a class k flow is blocked (not admitted) is denoted by Bk.
The probability that a flow is blocked, called the network
blocking probability, is denoted by P and is given by
P = ~

l/kB~= P(p)

In other words, if N1 and N2 have a Network Load Ratio of R, N1 can handle a load that is R times greater
than Nz for a network blocking probability p. Observe
that the Network Load Ratio R depends on the network
blocking probability p and on the characteristics of the two
networks: R = R(N1, N2, p). Henceforth, when no confusion is possible, we drop the parameters N1 and N2 from
the expression of R.
The Network Load Ratio for a given network blocking
probability p is given by

R(NI,

P;l (p)
N2, P) = ~
l’2 (P)

(6)

where Pi– 1(.) is the inverse of function Pi(.), i = 1,2. In
general, the network blocking probability cannot be computed exactly due to its computational complexity [13].
However, a good approximation is given by the Fixed Point
method, also known as the Reduced Load approximation
[10]. Following the Fixed Point method, an approximation
of the blocking probability & of flows in class k, B;, is
given by
(7)

(1)

kcK

where P depends on p through .Bk. Let us define ~k to be
the intensity of offered load of class k

We also introduce q~, the probability that a flow traverses
link i,
‘q~=
vk ‘di~L
(3)
E

where <~, an approximation of the blocking probability Lj
at link J, is the solution of the following system of equations,

Here Ero is the Erlang loss formula,

kEK,i(3h

and vi, the intensity of offered load on link i,

Er(p, C) =

It follows that an approximation
probability is,
Let us now consider two networks NI and N2 with
link sets L1 and ,C2 and route sets 7?1 and 7?z, that have
the same set of access nodes, Al = A2 = A (i.e., the
same set of flow end points), the same set of flow classes,
K1 = K2 = K and the same offered load probabilities
(~k)k~x. We define the following metric for comparing
the performance of the two networks.
Definition 1 The Network Load Ratio of networks N1 and
N2 at blocking probabilityp, R(N1, N2, p), is dejined to be
the value of R such that
PI (Rp) = PZ(p) = p

(5)

Network N1 is said to perjorm R times better than N2 at
blocking probability p.

pc/c!

~
X.=o

(9)

P“/n!

for the network blocking
(lo)

The system of equations (8) can be solved by repeated
substitutions, and is known to converge in most practical
cases, giving a good approximation to i3.k. The inverse of
the network blocking probability function, p = P-l(p),
can be computed using any numerical method for approximate root computation (e.g., the secant method) in conjunction with the Fixed Point method.
The procedure
based on equations (2), (6)-(10) allows us to compute the
Network Load Ratio of two networks that operate at a
given network blocking probability. It constitutes the first
method that we propose for network performance comparison.
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A problem with this method is its rather high comThe computation of Network
putational complexity.
Load Ratio based on equations (6-10) has complexity
0( L2CKFS), where L is the number of links, C is the
maximum of link capacities, K is the number of flow
classes, F is the number of iterations in the Fixed Point
method, and S is the number of iterations of the secant
method. This complexity arises from the fact that the computation in (8) is done for all L links, with the product in
(8) being O(L), the sum in (8) being O(K), and the computation of the Erlang function being performed in O(C).
From our experiments in Section 3, for an approximation
error of 0.01, F typically falls between 3 and 100, and S
typically falls between 10 and 50.
Another problem with this network comparison method
is that it yields the Network Load Ratio l?(p) of two networks for a given blocking probability p. The point value
R(p) may not provide much insight into the relative behavior of the two networks for a range of network blocking
probability values p.
After a series of empirical experiments with various networks of different topologies and loads, we have come to
the conclusion that the Network Load Ratio R(p) generally
exhibits little variation in a range of values for p that are of
interest to us. For example in Figure 3 we plot the network
blocking probability of four networks with 17 access nodes
and four different topologies: the complete graph, tandem,
star and a model (that we labeled “N1 7“) of the NSF Backbone (see Figure 2) as it was in 1995. In each network,
for each pair of nodes (and thus for each flow class k), we
take v~ = V, ‘v’k E K. We observe that the Network Load
Ratio is almost constant for blocking probabilities in the
range p c [10–5, 0.01]. In the following we provide a formal motivation for this empirical observation and derive a
second method for comparing two networks.

10-’1

10’

Figure 3: Comparison

mrd

10’

La

of four network topologies

value of p (in Figure 3, p E [102, 105]). Thus, we consider
the limit of the network load ratio as p -+ O, and not as
p + O (p approaches O more slowly).
Let us consider two networks iV1 and IV2 having all parameters defined earlier.
Definition 2 The limit of
R(Nl, N2, p)asp+0,

the Network

o

,A ?

6
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5

9
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is the Low-Blocking Load Ratio of networks N1 and N2.
Observe that A. is a function of link capacities C’i. In [5]
we establish the following result.
Proposition 1 If all link capacities are the same in both
networks, Ci = C, Vi E L~, q = 172, then the limit to the
Low-Blocking Load Ratio as C + cm, named Asymptotic
Load Ratio, is:

15
v

3

.9

8

14

= M2/M1

(11)

1,2

(12)

where
Mq =m~qi

q=

1
13

2

Load Ratio

P;l (p)
AO(IV1,NZ) = liliOR(Nl, Nz, p) = lim —
P-+o P2–1 (p)

A(N1, N2) = J~mmAo(Nl,Nz)
4

I

16

Figure 2: Topology of N17 (a model of NSF Backbone)
We observe (as illustrated in Figure 3) that a “small”
value of network blocking probability
(i.e., p
G
[10”-5, 10-1]) does not necessarily correspond to a small

Intuitively, Proposition 1 says that the relative performance of two networks in underload conditions is given by
the ratio of loads on their bottleneck links. This result confirms the heuristic of “minimizing the maximum congestion” used in several alternate routing algorithms in circuit
switching networks (see [17], Section 7.1 and references
therein).
Proposition 1 yields a simple approximation of the
Asymptotic Load Ratio when link capacities are large
(C >100, as is the case with most current networks).
For the general case, where the values of Cz are not restricted, we make the following conjecture:
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Conjectural
The Low-Blocking Load Ratio is well approximated by the Asymptotic Load Ratio
A(N1, N2) = iWz/M1

(13)

where
M~ = ~~~?li/C~

q = 1,2

(14)

In Section 3 we present a set of experiments where we find
the Asymptotic Load Ratio to be a good approximation for
the Network Load Ratio.
The computation of the Asymptotic Load Ratio given in
equations (11),(12), (13) and (14), constitutes our second
proposed method for network comparison. Note that the
complexity of the computation is O (LiY) where L is the
number of links in the two networks and K is the number
of flow classes. This makes the computation of the Asymptotic Load Ratio much simpler than that of Network Load
Ratio.

3

blocking probability
p e {10-5, 10-4 ,10-3,10-2,0.02,0.03,
For each network pair Ni, Nj,
A(Ni, Nj) is also computed.
tive error of Asymptotic Load
Load Ratio for each network
and each pair of networks
eiv,,IVj~) =

0.04,0.05,0.07,

0.1}

the Asymptotic Load Ratio
We then compute the relaRatio compared to Network
blocking probability value

A(Ni, Nj) – R(Ni, Nj, p)
R(Ni, Nj, p)

MEAN of rd. error o{ AwnD

Load Ratio WI New Load Ratio, RAND Nets

025
t

t“”-------

Accuracy of Asymptotic Load Ratio

In this section we evaluate the accuracy of the Asymptotic Load Ratio. First, we verify that the Asymptotic Load
Ratio, computed asin(11), (12) and (13), (14), is the limit
of Network Load Ratio as the network blocking probability
approaches zero. Second, we seek to determine the range
of network blocking probabilities for which the Asymptotic Load Ratio is a good approximation to the Network
Load Ratio. Third, we measure and compare the computation times incurred while computing the Network Load
Ratio and Asymptotic Load Ratio.
We perform the evaluation through a set of simulation
experiments, where the two methods are applied to pairs of
randomly generated network topologies. We use networks
generated at Georgia Tech using the methods proposed in
[1X, here named RAND, and in [21], named Transit-Stub
(TS). 1 The RAND networks have unstructured topologies,
whereas the TS networks exhibit hierarchical structures
and smaller diameters, which are claimed [21 ] to more accurately resemble real networks. All networks contain 100
nodes. All links in the RAND networks have 0C3 (155
Mb/s) capacity, whereas only the backbone links in the TS
networks have 0C3 capacity and the rest, T3 (45 Mb/s) capacity. The bandwidth of a flow is 100 Kb/s. The shortest
path routing policy is used to generate the routes.
In the first experiment, 10 networks of each network
type were considered, and compared to each other using
the two comparison methods. Specifically, the Network
Load Ratio R(NZ, Nj, p) is computed for each pair of networks Ni, Nj and for the following values of network
1The networks and the generating code
http//www.cc.gatech.

can
edu/fac/Ellen .Zegrrralgraphs. html

be

found
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Figure 4: Mean of relative error of Asymptotic Load Ratio
with respect to Network Load Ratio; RAND networks
In Figure 4 we plot the results for RAND networks. For
each value of network blocking probability p, we plot the
average of the relative error Vahtes e~i ,Nj (p), over the set
of all pairs (Ni, Nj ) of networks. We also plot a vertical
bar indicating the 5-percentile and the 95-percentile of the
set (eNi ,Nj (P )) w . We observe that the relative error converges to zero as p + O,which confirms Proposition 1 that
the Asymptotic Load Ratio is the limit of Network Load
Ratio. We also note that the 90-percentile of the relative
error is less than 0.12 for a network blocking probability
less than 0.02, indicating that the Asymptotic Load Ratio
is a good estimate for the Network Load Ratio in this range.
In [5] we show similar results for TS networks, thus confirming Conjecture 1.
In [5] we also show results from a second experiment
where we treat each of the networks considered in the first
experiment as abase network. Starting from each base network we create 10 “supranets” by adding a random number
of links (between 1 and 10). We then compute the Network
Load Ratio and Asymptotic Load Ratio for each base network and supranet combination. The relative error statistics are processed as in the first experiment, and we obtain
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similar results: the 90-percentile of the Asymptotic Load
Ratio is within 10% of Network Load Ratio for p <0.02.
For the above experiments we have also recorded the
time required to compute the Network Load Ratio and
Asymptotic Load Ratio for each pair of networks compared. The average computation time has been measured
with the Unix code profiler proj’on an 100MHz SGI workstation. Table 1 displays the average computation times for
RAND and TS networks respectively.
The difference in
computation time in favor of Asymptotic Load Ratio confirms the simplicity predicted at the end of Section 2.

Table 1: Comparison of computation times for Network
Load Ratio and Asymptotic Load Ratio
TS
Network Load Ratio
Asymptotic Load Ratio

—

103.927 S
0.008 S

129.676 S
0.012 s

similar to telephone networks, Telephone networks backbones are “nearly fully connected” ([1 1], page 10): the average node degree is high and the average path length is
small. By contrast, 1P networks (including backbones) are
Also, backbones usually have
usually “less connected”.
a flat (non-hierarchical)
topology. In our experiments we
generate networks with these observations in mind.
We generate random networks where a link is genThus,
erated between two nodes with probability a.
Q is a parameter that influences the “connectedness”
We generate ATM networks with
of the network.
~A E {16, 32} nodes and with connectedness parameter ~A E {0.2, 0.4,0.6, 0.8}. We generate 10 ATM
networks for each combination of (NA, /-ZA) values. All
links have capacity 0C3 (155i’vfb/s).
The 1P networks are generated with NI = q * NA, where q 6
{0.25, 0.5,0.75, 1.0}, and using a connectedness parameter a~ E {0.25, 0.5,0.75, 1} *~A. This produces 16 sets of
(NI, ctI) values for each (NA, ~A) pair, and we generate
101P networks for each set of (NI, aI) values.

In conclusion, we consider the Asymptotic Load Ratio
to be preferable to the Network Load Ratio for comparing
network performance for two reasons:
●

●

4

The Asymptotic Load Ratio is empirically found to
give a good approximation (the 90-percentile of the
relative error is less than O.12) for the relative performance of two networks (the Network Load Ratio)
for a range of network blocking probability values
(p G (o, 0.02)).
The Asymptotic Load Ratio is very simple computationally (four orders of magnitude faster) compared to
the Network Load Ratio method.

Evaluating the Benefit of ATM Shortcuts
on Random Networks

In this section we study the sensitivity of the Asymptotic Loss Ratio (ALR) with respect to several topological
characteristics of the 1P and ATM networks such as average
route (path) length or average node degree. For this purpose we have performed simulation experiments where we
generate 1P and ATM network topologies using the Georgia Tech network generator [21]. We computed the networks’ topological characteristics and ALR, and derived
statistical dependencies of ALR on the networks’ characteristics.
The objective of these experiments is to generate pairs
of (IP and ATM) networks with realistic topologies. The
current overlayed IP/ATM networks exist mostly in the
Intemet backbones (such as vBNS [8]). ATM backbone
topologies are expected to carry both telephone and data
traffic. Hence, we expect ATM networks to be designed

ATM network
1

0

1P network
IQ
,“ .--+

2
6

3
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;“U3°:

. ..““’h

@
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Figure 5: Overlaying
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a
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an 1P network over an Am

4

network

For each pair of ATM and 1P networks, we overlay 1P
over ATM by mapping 1P nodes to ATM nodes and the 1P
links to the shortest paths (hop count) in the ATM network
(see example in Figure 5). For each overlayed IP/ATM network, the load consists of 1P flows requesting reservations
of 100Kb/s between any pair of 1P nodes with the same
intensity ~k = #, ‘dk E K (q5kas defined in (2)). The 1P
tlows can be routed in two ways: one is over the shortest
path in the 1P network following the path of each 1P link
in the ATM network; the other is over the shortest path in
ATM network (i.e., using ATM shortcuts). For example,
in Figure 5 an 1P flow between nodes O and 3 has route
O – 1 – 2 – 3 if routed in 1P, and route O – 6 – 3 if routed
in ATM (i.e., O – 6 – 3 is an ATM shortcut).
We evaluate the benefit of ATM shortcuts for each
IP/ATM overlayed network by computing the ALR for
each of the two ways of routing of 1P flows. Also, for
each IP/ATM overlayed network, we compute the following topological characteristics for each of the two ways of
routing of 1P flows:
●

NA = the number of ATM nodes, NJ = the number
of 1P nodes (these are also ATM nodes);
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BA, BI, the average degree=
connected to each node;
CA, C1, the normalized
BA/NA, CI = BI/N1;
DA, DI, the diameter=

average number of links

average

degree,

CA

Table 2: Coefficient of correlation between
Load Ratio and various topological ratios

=

Asymptotic

Coeff. of correlation
w.r.t. ALR

I

length of longest route;

EA, EI, the average depth=

average route length;

~

FA, PI, the number of biconnected components. Here
a biconnected component is a maximal set of edges
such that any two edges in the set are on a common
simple cycle.
Asympmic W

Ratio= @xk.s_atnlfnodes_ip)

Table 3: Coefficient
logical ratios

7>
.
74

of correlation

.

-~

(CA/CI)
(cA/cI)

- (D1/DA)
- (E1/EA)
(F1/FA)

o~
1

between various topo-

1.000
0.791
0.746
0.364

(DI/DA)

0.791
1.000
0.930

0.604

(EI/EA)

0.746
0.930
1.000
0.686

(FI/FA)

0.364
0.604
0.686
1.000

r
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In Figures 6 and 7, we display scatter plots of ALR as
a function of ratios of number of nodes and average depth
respectively, where each point represents an IP/ATM network pair (we have 12800 points in each figure). We seek
to establish if ALR depends on any of these topological ratios. First, we observe that the node ratio N.A/NI has little
influence on ALR (see Figure 6), whereas ALR is clearly
correlated with the ratio of average depth (see Figure 7).
In order to quantify the correlation, we present, in Table 2,
the coefficients of correlation between ALR and each of
the topological ratios. These values indicate a weak correlation of ALR with respect to node ratio and average degree

ratio, and a significant correlation with respect to diameter
ratio, average depth ratio and number of bicomponents ratio. The linear regression computed using the least square
error method is depicted by a line in Figure 7.
A further question to ask is what is the cumulative dependence of ALR on diameter, average depth, normalized
average degree and number of bicomponents ratios. If
the parameters exhibited independent effects on ALR, we
could perform a multiple linear regression [7]. In Table 3
we present the coefficient of correlation between the four
topological ratios of interest. We observe a strong correlation between the diameter ratio and the average depth ratio
(it is somewhat natural for them to be related, since the
diameter and average depth measure the maximum and average of the same set: the path lengths). Given this, we
can eliminate the diameter ratio from the multiple linear
regression. Consequently, we have computed the following multiple linear regression:
ALR = 0.5+1 .92*(E1/EA)+0.26*

(FI/FA)+0.08*(CA/CI)

We observe in the above regression that ALR has only a
weak dependence on the Normalized Average Degree Ratio. By also observing in Table 3 a significant correlation
between Normalized Average Degree Ratio and Average
Depth Ratio, we conclude that we may drop it from the
multiple linear regression, which then becomes:
ALR = 0.5 + 2.0* (E1/EA) + 0.25* (F1/FA)
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.

In conclusion, we observe the following trends regarding the benefits of ATM shortcuts in HVATM networks:
●

●

5

The network using ATM shortcuts is likely to accept
more 1P tlows than the network not using them provided the network not using shortcuts has a high average depth or large number of bicomponents.
The ATM shortcut benefits are generally not influenced by the number of nodes or the average degree of
the IP/ATM network, with or without ATM shortcuts.

Conclusion

In this paper we have considered the problem of evaluation of benefit of ATM shortcuts in IPIATM networks, i.e.,
the benefit of ATM routing of 1P flows in ATM networks.
We proposed to measure the benefit of ATM shortcuts with
the Network Load Ratio, that expresses the increase in
the number of flows accepted by an IPIATM network for
the same network blocking probability. We developed a
low complexity computation for Asymptotic Load Ratio,
which estimates the Network Load Ratio relatively well
(the 90-percentile of the relative error is less than 0.12) for
underload network conditions (network blocking probability less than 0.02). An important result of this paper is a
methodology for comparing network performance, which
can be used to evaluate the benefit and tradeoff of ATM
shortcuts, and in the more general context of network design. We use this method in simulation experiments using random networks. These experiments indicate that in
many cases the utilization of an IP/ATM network increases
proportionally to the decrease in the average path length
when ATM shortcuts are used. We have also found that the
decrease in the number of biconnected components of the
IP/A~
network when using ATM shortcuts has also an
influence on the network utilization, although not as strong
as the average path length. Moreover, we have found that
there is almost no correlation between the increase in network utilization (when using ATM shortcuts) and the 1P to
ATM node ratio.
This work can be extended in several directions. First,
the conjecture that extends the Asymptotic Load Ratio to
networks with heterogeneous capacities is an open problem that needs to be proved. Second, the results and methods may also be extended to networks with alternate routing, flows with heterogeneous
bandwidth requirements,
and multicast flows.
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